
DESCRIPTIVE WRITING HOT SUMMERS DAY

Today the sunshine is in our bones, its heat radiating outwards into the bright day . It's as if the people glow, their aura
so happy on these summer days.

I went to the nearby Gardens in search of a cool breeze. It was very close and stuffy. We are wet with sweat
within minutes. People tried to remain inside the houses under the fan or cooler. By Angela Abraham,
daisydescriptionari , July 23,  Those who have to go out, cover themselves with thick clothes. They appear
dull. The afternoon was the hottest part of day. Sweating makes me look like I need someone to dunk me in an
ice bath fast, anything to put out the fire in my cheeks, By Angela Abraham, daisydescriptionari , February 1, 
Even if they have to go outside, they have AC car. All living beings find it difficult to bear the scorching heat.
General The tree stands mute in the summer air. I got medicines, I took rest in my bed. To avoid the severity,
people shut their doors and windows. Eagerly, I tore apart my shirt with full force like a piece of paper and
threw it aloft into the air. Their teases fall. Only a person how has had an experience of this can know the
difference and appreciate the comfort which we find only by staying within our four walls. A large number of
people die from heat stroke particularly in northern part of India. The chirping sound of the bird appears to be
enchanting. By supersheat , May 9,  As by then the line to our house from the electric pole was rectified. My
hand begins to shake in a way I can't control, all I can do is loop my thumbs into my jean shorts pocket and
hope to look casual.


